The Centre for Excellence in Learning Enhancement (CELE) is a specialist teaching and learning, research and development centre hosted within the Faculty of Health and Life Sciences at Coventry University.

We have three primary goals:
- Develop bespoke training and eLearning packages
- Engage in pedagogical research
- Enrich curriculum design and delivery

The Centre is comprised of a dedicated team of Learning Technologists and Researchers led by Lynn Clouder, Professor of Professional Education.

Built on the success of its 2005 launch as a Centre for Interprofessional e-Learning and one of the UK’s Centres for Excellence in Teaching and Learning, CELE has since continued to prove its pedigree in developing innovative teaching and learning solutions.
With an increasing selection of new technology and media to choose from, our aim is to combine and employ the right elements to successfully achieve your goals. We have a proven record in delivering an impressive range of teaching and learning solutions.

Examples include, responsive multi-device application development, direct resource integration for staff training management systems, online/blended learning using bespoke design, animation and video production, 3D modelling and programming to deliver immersive experiences.

The Centre has a unique educational research position and we are skilled at working to a high level with subject specialists, nationally and internationally, to deliver learning with impact.

Examples, publications and case studies are available on our website: cele.coventry.ac.uk
First and foremost, our aim is to understand your learning objectives.

Once your requirements are understood, we guide you through all the research, development and delivery options available that best suit your needs.

You can employ our support on a purely consultative basis, acquire our skills to form part of a larger development team or deliver a complete project package, all the way from concept to production and evaluation.
Our in-house development team has an extensive background in enhancing the end-user experience.

CELE offers a range of solutions including:
- Teaching and learning development consultancy
- Training package generation and evaluation
- Photography, Video & Audio Production (including post production)
- Graphic Design & Illustration
- 2D & 3D Animation
- 3D modelling and printing
- Interactive multimedia development
- Game based learning
- Web resource development
- Multi-platform mobile application development
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